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Biblical aod Theological Perspectives on Peace 

A review of the basic bibllcal and theological issues relating to 

Christian attitudes toward war aod violence reveals that tile twu 

rr~jor positions are in part based on different interpretations of 

~articular passages, but are equally determined by drawing their 

main arguments from different parts of the scriptures. Christians 

who believe that the taking of human life is legitimate Llrider 

certain circumstances feel most confident in their appeal to the Old 

Testament as well as in their appeal to reason or natural theology. 

They perceive the burden of their task as one which must seek to 

clarify the New Testament ethic of love in a way which does not 

negate conclusions drawn from the Old Testament. Conversely, 

pacifist or nonresistant Christians have seen the major strength of 

their position as arising from the New Testament, especially tile 

Gospels and the Sermon on the Mount. They have accepted the burder, 

of explaining the apparent differences between the two Testaments. 

To a lesser extent, they have also accepted the task of answering to 

the seeming political and social irrelevence of their position. 

This paper will begin by examining the issues arising directly 

from the Old Testament. Secondly, it will eXdmlne the major 

theoretical arguments, especially the just war theory, which have 

been used by Christians to justify war and violence in the histury 

of the Church. Finally, it will make an appeal to root our peace 
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theology on the life and teachings of Jesus. Although this issue is 

basic, space does not permit an adequate exposition of all elements. 

The Legacy of the Old Testament 

Much of the content of the Old Testament deals with war anu 

violence. This fact is indisputable and itself creates a ser10us 

dilemma for the Christian. From the slaug'hter of Abel and the 

account of the flood in Genesis to the narrations concerning 

Israel's conquest of the promised land and the later wars which led 

to the exile of the two kingdoms, the Old Testament is f~lled with 

stories which involve the taking of human life. For the Sunday 

School teacher in particular, this may create a serious dilemma. On 

the one hand, children are easily captivated by action-packed 

stories with strong elements of suspense and violence. The Davie 

and Goliath story is one prime example. 

lessons of s~ch a story are not easily translated into relevant 

categories for youngsters. The tendency is to moralize on th~ faith 

and courage of God-fearing David but to fail to see the account in 

its larger biblical context and thus to leave very importdnt 

questions unanswered. The result is often a very fragmented and 

incoherent biblical theology. 

Ultimately, however, the question of violence in the Old 

Testament focuses on the way in which God himself relates to that 

violence and on how man understood the nature of God and his will 

as it related to violence. To be sure, the first instance of the 

taking of human life was an act of defiance against God. Even more 
',' -.;;.-

significantly, the Decalogue stated unequivocably, "You shall not 



killl" But th", •• tillid othlilr iixtilmpli!:.i .-=em to pal-= in significance 

Noah after the flood, "Whoever sheds the blood of man, by man shall 

his blood be shed; for God made man in his own image"(Genesls 9:6)7 

Did God not instruct Abraham to ~ac.rlflce hi~ son Isaac, €:vert thl)l"gh 

h~ withdrew the command at the last moment (Exodus 21:15,17)? ilert: 

the Levites not told to slaughter the idol-worshiping Israelltes 

(Exodus 32:26-28)? Was Israel not given a detailed code of ~ar 

(Deuteronomy 20)7 Did the Lord not instruct Joshua to slaughter the 

inhabitants of Ai (Joshua 8:12)7 Did the Lord not send Samuel to 

instruct Saul to smite Amalek and kill both men and WOlllerl, infant:;; 

dnd sucklings (I Samuel 15:1-3)? Or, perhaps ev~n more troubliny, 

do the writers of the Old Testament not frequently refer to God 
:0~_ 

himself in the image of a warriur, as th~ Lord of ho~t~, m19hty in 

battle (e.g., Exodus 15)? All these, and many more examples can be: 

cited in favor of a position legitimizing violence. 

What are the options for the Christian in the face of such 

evidence? Historically, there have been a number of positions 

taken by Christians. These range all the way from a rejection of 

the Old Testament because of a perceived total contradiction 

between the views of God represented in the two Testaments, to a 

denial that there is any problem at all and a belief that the New 

Testament doesn't add any new perspectives on the question of 

violence and the nature of the kingdom of God. 

Although it is impossible to speak to all the issues or examine 

all the evidence in detail, we shall proceed in two stages in the 
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hope that this will help to resolve some 

First we shall approach the problem 

assumption that God's ultimate wIll was 

of the basic questions. 

without challenging the 

for Israel to engage in 

warfare and violence. On the basis of such an <:lssumption, ... ·h.3t 

conclusions can be drawn for today? Secondly, we shall seek to 

challenge some elements of that assumption itself. Does a c~reful 

investIgation of the Old Testament not lead us to qualify 0: 

challenge some of the assumptions about God which preSUl\le to be 

based on the Old Testament. 

"Holy War" in the Old Testament 

The propriety of the term "Holy War," which is frequently Llse.:] 

with reference to the wars of conquest of Israel in the OlJ 

Testament, has itself at times been questioned.l Nevertheless, it 

must be granted that the wars of Israel were religious wars. They 

were often wars of aggression undertaken at the command of Goel. 

Their uniquely religious nature is further attested to by such 

factors as the devotion of the spoils of war to God, and 

partIcularly by the fact that divine miracles were often the major 

cause of victory (e.g., the defeat of Jericho). Therefore the wars 

are seen more as God's wars fought through the instrumentality of 

his people than as Israel's wars fought with the help of God. Guu 

himself was fighting against the enemies of his people. Isrdel was 

God's chosen people. Initially, Israel 

human king. God was their king and 

mediated essentiallY'~hrough priests 

was not even ruleu by a 

his rule over his people was 

donGt prophets. Israel was 

unique among the nations of the world. The real meaning of history 
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was borne by God's "peculiar" people. 

The above factors make it extemely problematic to apply Israel's 

case to the contemporary situation and to justify violence and 

warfare by a modern state on the basis of an analogy with Israel. 

Historically, the ttcllptation to set: particular warz as "holy \.;~r~" 

ha~ bten a serlous one. EVt:C1 tile Zealots during Christ'~ own time 

were tempted to wage a holy war against the Romans who were their 

enemies. But it was precisely such a holy war which Jesus reject~d 

and against which he warned his disciples. 

The temptation to fight holy wars has 

Chr15tlanlty. In th~ Middle Age~, the CatholiC 

continued to plague 

Church applied the 

holy war concept and launched the crusades against the in£ldel 

Moslems. Old Testament passages were quoted extensively in suppbrt 

ot the campclign and were uSt:d to motivate many people to enter the 

w~r and fight boldly. ~ut such crusades represented a fu~damental 

distortion of Christianity. What was wrong was not simply that 

those who fought weren't true Christians; rather, the use of forc~ 

was the wrong way to seek to perpetuate and propagate Christianity. 

In essence it was a denial of the nature of Christianity. 

The holy war or crusade concept has not yet disappeared from the 

arena of christian thought and action. In a world that is to a 

significant degree divided between atheistic communism aud western 

d~nl0cracy it is all too easy to see one side as God's people and the 

other side as God's enemy. It should be possible, however, Lv 

affirm many of the very positive elements of our own society, 

including the religious freedom which we enjoy, without creating 
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such clear and absolute categories. If any analogy Is to be drawn 

from the Old Testament to the modern situation, th~ only consistent 

and logical one would be an analogy between Israel and the Church, 

rather than Israel and the modern state. If war is to be justifi~d 

on the basis on such an analogy with Israel, the church should 

become a state and wage war in the name of Christianity. Ndti,)r,..;;, 

such as Canada or the U.S.A. are not the church. If holy war is a 

legitimate instrument today we should mobilize the church it::.iE."lf. 

That, of course; few Christians really advocate. 

A brief reference should also be made to the laws In the Old 

Testament prescribing the death penalty for certaIn sIns (e.~., 

Exodus 21 and 22). Again, if violence and the taking of human life 

is to be justified on the basis of such passages, a consI~t~nt 

approach would mean that the crimes indicated (e.g., cursing father 

or mother) should still be punIshable by death and the method uf 

killing (usually stoning--Leviticus 20:27) should also still b~ 

enforced. We cannot arbitrarily pick and choose those Old T\.!~tament 

passages which we wish to apply today and reject those which we find 

unacceptable. 

The Old Testament Vision of Peace 

The argument thus far has proceeded by granting a sIgnIfIcant 

assumption, namely that Israel's wars were willed by God. We have 

tried to demonstrate that even on the basis of such ana!:>sumpLIon, 

very serious problems arise in any attempt to use Israel's wars to 

justify Christian participation in 
~'\,.~~.~, ,\,;;,~ ':;;-,Jr(i-

war .and v.i 0 lence today. 
< s~· 

I t Is 

necessary, however, to challenge some elements of the assumption 
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its~lf and to plac~ Isreal's wars into the larger perspective of th~ 

Old Te~tament which also ultimately points to the way of pedce. 

Even if it ia agreed that it is impossible to apply the ethic ~£ 

Israel regarding war and violence directly to our situatlulI, 

ql.leation~ d0 relllaln reg.;udlng the nature of God and the n·3ture ,)f 

reveL:ition. Docs God change or docs hia will for mankind chal,g,_·? 

Does God reveal his ultimate will progressively as human hi::;tory 

advances? Or, does man's understanding of God change'? Tile t. .. ",; t 

that God is depicted in the Old Testament as oue who nut (;nly 

condones but one who commands violence may nt!edto be under.;;tooJ in 

the light of a variety of other considerations. 

First of all, with reference to the prescribed death p~naltYJor 
7A 

<;ertain acts, a number of biblical scholars have pointed out thclt.. 

the "life for a life" and "eye for an eye" policy that seems to 

underlie some Old Testament legislation is itself better understood 

as a limitation of violence than as a mandate for violence. 

Mankind's natural tendency is not to have the punishment fit the 

crime but to have the punishment exceed the crime. This is bcised on 

the premise that in this way violence becomes unprofitable. But, as 

Jacques Ellul ably points out, violence begets violence. The Old 

Testament itself seeks to limit violence--if anyone takes out one of 

the eyes of another, the injured person is not entitled to retaliate 

by taking out both eyes of the guilty individual. By comparing 

Israel's code to codes of pagan nations of Israel's day, one find~ 

that Israel's was in fact often much more humane. 

A somewhat analogous example might be the legislation concerning 
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divorce. Divorce was permitted under certain circumstances in the 

Old Testament. But in the Sermon on the Mount Jesus makes cle-ar 

that the ultImate wIll of God is an indissoluble union--dlvorce is 

itself a concession. Thus, Jesus sharpens various cOmJnd.ndments. 

The commandment against taking human life is sharpened so thdt even 

hatred of a brother becomes equivalent to murder. The intent is to 

show that the Old Testament commandments must be understood in terms 

of the underlying values which they seek to enhance rather th&n as 

precise statements of what God's ultimate will Is. 

When we consider the so-called holy wars of 

helpful to consider some of the internal evidence 

Even 

Israel, it is 

of the Old 

in the Old 

T~~t~ment 13rael's wars stand in som~ sense und~r the judgment of 

God. As was noted earlier, miracles were often major compooe::nts of 

~uoh walS and I~lael was walned not to lely on hel own 5crength and 

power~ Gideon, for example, was finally forced to reduce the number 

of h15 men to three hundred (Judges 7). Furthermore, the fact that 

David was not allowed to build God"s temple, demonstrates that the 

shedding of human blood by man was fundamentally incompatable with 

the nature of the kingdom of God. In a simple statement the reason 

given is that David was a warrior and had shed blood (I Cllrunicles 

28:3). 

In the later prophetic literature, of course, the:: vi~ion of 

peace becomes unmistakeable and compelling. The prophets, in n~ny 

respects, gave Israel a new understanding of herself. The constant 

re::frain that echoes through the prophe.ts is that Israel had made a 
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mistake in identifying herself as an entire nation as the people of 

God. God's choice of a people must not lead to the presumption t~at 

the nation itself would be preserved. Israel had to learll tbe 

lesson of defeat in war and in that context of defeat came some of 

the rllo~t pc>igndl1t t;:xpression::: .~nd descriptions of the true natutt: vt 

the Kingdom of God. Isaiah in particular utters the hope-in~pirlng 

prophecies concerning the tirue when nations will "beat their sWC>td~ 

into plowshares and their spears into pruning hooks" and wh~n the 

"wolf shall dwell with the lamb" and "the lion shall eat strat,.· like 

the ox" (Isaiah 2 and 11). It is passages like these that !r.late 

11IQst clo:=,ely to Jesus" teaching concerning the nature of the Kingdom 

of God. 

Tht'! question of why violence is so prominent in the 11fe;)f 

I rael as she seeks to work out her identity as the people of God 

may never be fully understood. Peter Craigie suggests that "the 

activity of God in this world, insofar as it involves human beings 

as agents, must always appear, to a greater or lesser extent, to be 

associated with sinfulness."2 God works through the "world as it 

is." But this does not make it "holy" or moral. War is always 

ev il . Violence (war) is natural--it is of the order cf necessity 

(Ellul). But violence is not alwClys ineVitable, and "lIberty lies 

In the transcending of necessity."3 

from Holy War to Just War 

Although the . m.:.jor i ty of Christians since the time of 

Constantine in the fourth century have believed that partici~ativn 

in war and violence is necessary under certain circumstances, the 
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theological justification has not simply appealed to the holy war 

tradition of the Old Testament, although that has continued to play 

a vital role in many conflicts in addition to the Crusades of the 

Middle Ages. Constantine himself was said to have won the victcrj 

aVe! his enemies by wielding the standard of the cross. He wa~ 

hailed as the Lord"s Anointe~.4 A little later, Am~rose Save 

expression to a similar orientation when he stated, "Not eagles and 

birds must lead the army but thy name and religion, 0 Jesus.tlS In 

the present century, similar views have been echoed. During WorlJ 

War II, General Montgomery sent a message to his troops, stating, 

"Let us pray that the Lord will aid us in the struggle."6 The 

underlying premise was that God's elect nation(s} was fighting God's 

enemies. 

aut alongside the concept of a holy war, there emerged in 

Christianity a concept referred to as the "just war" or "justifi

able war." While it drew some of its inspiration from both the Old 

and the New Testaments, much of it was drawn from classical pagan 

sources and from general revelation or natural law.7 Augustine in 

the fifth century was the first to develop a rather detailed code of 

war which sought to establish the conditions under which it might be 

legitimate or necessary for Christians to fight and to prescribe the 

acceptable methods for the conduct of war. Augustine had no 

significant Christian tradition to draw on because the Church of t!le 

first several centuries was almost totally pacifist.8 

After Augustine, the major Christian theologians, including 

Luther and Calvin, as well as most of the major denominations, l!dvc 
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accepted some form of the just war theory, even accepting it uS part 

of their official creed. The criteria cannot be stated in detail 

here, but they usually include such principles as just intention, 

just authority, just cause, just means, war as a last resort, and 

the a5~urance of victory. Much could be added by way of explanation 

and elaboration of the above points. It is obvious that th~ 

criteria them~~lves are not drawn directly from biblical sources. 

The holy war tradition in the Old Testament did not define such set~ 

of criteria--Israel's wars were just by definition because they were 

fought by God's people, and the authority was a divine authority. 

The means often went beyond those necessary to win the war (no one 

was spared) and wars were automatically winnable if God '«.:as on th~ir 

::.ide . 

. The just war theory does appeal to Scripture both directly and 

indirectly, however. In a recent essay Arthur F. Holmes states,' 

Scripture (for example, Romans 1-3) makes plain that general 
revelatiQn attests to our moral responsibilities, and the 
ap~stle Paul indicates that some kinds of acts are "contrdlY 
to nature." 

These two roots--bibllcal and the natural law--underlie the 
just war ethic.9 

Direct appeal Is made to passages like Romans 13:7 and I Peter 

2:13,14. The appeal to such passages suggests that war is seen as a 

kind of global police instrument. It is argued that civil 

authorities are conmlissioned by God to restrain and punish evil 

doers, and that this can apply not only to civil order but also to 

international order. Since the sword has been given to the 

authorities, it implies that the taking of life is legitimate for 
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th~m. The f.:ict that th~ New Testament 15 otherwise quitt: silent on 

matters of the state and war is often explained by suggesting that 

the moral teachings of the New Testament "generally addre~s 

individuals and churches rather than the governments and rulers 

that are the Old Testaloent's concern.10 Such an explanation seeillS 

rather arbitrary and is not drawn from the Scriptur~s themselves. 

Many other questIons can be raised about the just war thcor~, 

:. 0 ille r €: 1 a t t d t r; 1 t s Uti t h f u 1 net. s t (l S C r 1 p t IJr t , :::.1) jue t: t l.:t t 111 S t ,; 1 t.:; 

theoretical consistency, and some related to its applicabil~ty. 

Hiotoricall}', the tl1~ory has lI;;.u.=tlly been lI~.ed in defenct of the 

waging of war and seldom as an argument against a particular war. 

Those who hold to the just war theory should at least be called to a 

mOLe serious attempt to utilize it as an instrument of restrdint. 

War, even in just war theory, is recongnlzed as an evil, .:ilbeit a 

necessary evil. 

The question concerning the extent to which man's reason can be 

used to develop an ethic apart from the Scriptures is a difficult 

one and cannot be dealt with in detail here. It might be suggested, 

however, that an attempt to apply the just war theory to given 

situations is extremely problematic. How can one determine .... hether 

all the options have been explored adequately? Is it really 

possible to separate the "innocent" from the "guilty." 

ever really be assured? The criteria rely on human 

Can victo=y 

ability to 

calculate the results of particular actions. But in actual .... ar, une 

side has al .... ays miscalculated. Is it not hazardous, therefore, to 

make decisions on such a 'basis? Is it not better to pr~occupy 
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oneself with the question of obedience rather than with the question 

of how to make things come out right?ll Ultimately, God will make 

things come out right, and it may be through martyrdom and suffering 

rather than through power and violence. 

The Jigy of Jt'-;'U5 

The way of Jesus is fundamentally different from the way of lhe 

world. His way of responding to evil was radically new. Jesus 

proclaimed hims.elf to be the suffering servant of Isaiah, who would 

establish his rule by means of suffering love rather than by the 

eXercise of Violence, which was the option chosen by the Zealot~ i:l 

Jesus' own time. He chose to suffer rather than retaliate. He 

accepted the blows of 

defense. 

men rather than resorting to violel1t ::;'t:~f
~",1 

The mission of Jesus is best understood as a mission of p~ace 

from beginning to end. The term "peace" is used 91 times in the New 

Testament, whereas other terms like "salvation" and "gospel" .. H't:; 

used less frequently.12 The birth narratives in Luke focus on Jesus 

as one who will bring a reign of peace. The teaching of Je~u~ and 

the life of Jesus emphasize loving the enemy and doing justice to 

all. The manner of Christ's death, therefore, was tht: natural 

consequence of his life and teaching. 

The cross became the ultimate symbol of Christ's entire 11fe--lt 

was not only a tragic event at the end of his life. The cross was a 

symbol of the kind of rule that he was establishing, which was 

fundamentally characterized by peace. It was not the kind of rule 

that characterized the kingdoms of the world, but neither was it 
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zimplya spiritual illw~rJ rule::. The;: temptation to spi.cituall:';t: ~ht: 

teachings of Jesus, such as those in the Sermon on the Haunt, 1~ a 

common one among evangelical christians today. Suc.;h 

spiritualization leads to a very individualistic christianity. 

Jesus was calling for the creation of a new kingdom cOffilTlunity:n 

which suffering love was to be the dynamic force. Never before h~J 

kingly rule and suffering been brought together in this way--they 

had been seen as opposites. But in seeming defeat and 

powerlessness, the working of God's power was splendidly and 

incomparably shown. The resurrection became the vindicatIon and 

assurance that suffering love was not weakness. Rather, it was the 

most powerful force that mankind could imagine. The cros~ th~s 

points not only to the realIty of what God did for us but ~l~~ to 

what Christ's way is for us. Paul speaks of our sol idar i ty w1 t:l 

Christ. We are "co-heirs with Christ, if indeed we !:;uffer 

him"(Romans 8:17). Thus a peace theology must ultimately be solid!y 

rooted in the atoning work of Christ and our identification with the 

way of Christ. 

What About Today? 

Tradltionally the Mennonite doctrine of nonresistance has been 

understood and applied pr imar i ly in relation to direct 

participation In war. At times the teaching on peace has vl.ctually 

been institutionalized in various forms of alternative service. 

This has often resulted in a truncated peace theoloyy whose witness 

is severely blunted. 

The situation today Is in many respects quite different from the 
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situations in which Mennonites have traditionally argued ~nd 

applied their nonresistant teaching. Exemption from milltary 

service in time of war is not the primary issue we are faced with. 

Tht:: threat of nuclear war makes the amassing of large armies in ru-lny 

re5pects irrelevant. In addition, we have become more aWcir~ than 

our pr~dect::ssors of the complex situations which give rise tv 

international and domestic violence. The princlple5 of the gospel 

of peace are unchanged, but the application of the same is m~ch ruore 

complex. Many of us would perhaps like to take sanctuary in the 

traditional expressions of nonresistance rather than venture t~ 

define new ways of being emissaries of peace. B o' .. u .. ~n 

institutionalized peace theology is of no relevance and can be a 

deadening force in our midst. Our concern must be to revitall=e our 

peace theology in a way that it can be a powerful witness in the 

world today. 
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K~~ Issues and Qupstions 

1. How do we deal with God's commandments to fight and do violence in the Old 
Testament? 

2. How was "holy war" understood in the Old Testament? What was unique about 
it? Was it a temporary expression of God's will? 

3. Wllat do the prophets say concerning violence in their own society? What is 
their vision for the future? 

4. What is the meaning of "shalom" in the Old Testament? 

5. Does the Sermon on the Mount apply to us? 

6. How is salvation to be understood in the ~ew Testament? How does it relate 
to peace? 

7. Is there a different standard for the state than for the Christian. 
according to the ~ew Testament? 

8. Do predictions of continued or escalating violence and war in the Bible 
mean that Christians should not witness against it? 

9. Does the s!nfulness of society mean that God still uses war and violence to 
control violence? 

10. Should Christians have one standard for themselves and another standard 
for the state? 

11. What are the primary applications of a peace witness in our society? 
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